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I n the early 1960s, while only a teenager, Life magazine listed Patrick Flanagan as one 
of the top scientists in the world. Among his many inventions was a device he c;qlled 
the Neurophone-an electronic instr.ument that can succes.lfully programme 'sugges

tions direuly through contact with the skin. When he attempted to patent the device, the 
government demanded that he prove it worked. When he did, the NSA (National Security 
Agency) confiscated the Neurophone. It took Pat years of legal battle to get his invention 
back. 

HISTORY OF THE NEUROPHONE 

The first Neurophone was made when I was 14 years old, in 1938. A description was 
published in our first book, Pyramid Power. The first Neurophone device was construct
ed by attaehing two Brillo pads to insulated copper wires. BrilIo pads are coppcr wire 
seouring pads used to clean pots and pans. They are about two inchcs in diameter. The 
Brillo pads were inserted into plastie bags !hat acted as insulators to prevent electric shock 
when applied to the head. 

The wires from the Brillo pads wcre eonnected to a reversed audio output l.!'lmsformer 
that was attaehed to a hi-fi amplifier. The output voltage of !he audio transformer was 
about 1,500 volts peak-to-peak. When the insulated pads were placcd on !he temples next 
to the eyes and the amplifier was driwcn by speech or music, you could 'hear' !he resulting 
sound inside your head. The perceived sound quality was very poor, highly distorted and 
very weak. 

r observed that durjng certain sound peaks in the audio driving signal, the sound per
ceived in the head was very clear and very loud. When the signal was observed on an 
os.eilloscope while listening to the sound, the signal was perceived as being [oudest and 
clearest when the amplifier was over-driven and square waves were generated. At the 
same time, the transformer would ring or oscillate with a dampened wave form at frequen
cies of 40-50 kHz. 

The next Neurophone eonsisted of a variable frequency vacuum tube oscillator that was 
amplitude-modulated. This output signal was then fed into a high (requency transformer 
that was flat in frequency response in the 2().1 00 kHz range. The ekctrodcs were placed 
on the head and the oscillator was tuned so that maximum resonance was obtained using 
the human body as part of the tank circuit. Later models had a feedback mechanism that 
automatically adjusted !he frequeney for resonance. We found !hat the dielectric constant 
of human skin is highly variable. In order to achieve maximum transfcr of cnergy, !he 
unit had to be retuned to resonance in order to match the 'dynamic dielectric response' of 
the body of the listener. 

'The 2,000 volt peak-to-peak amplitude-modulated carrier wave was !hen connected to 
!he body by means of two-inch diameter electrode discs that were insulated by means of 
mylar films of different thickncsscs. The Neuropho!J.e is really a scalar wave device since 
!he out-of-phase signals from the eleetrodes mix in the non-linear complexities of !he skin 
dielectric. Th~  signals from each capacitor eltXtrode are 180 degrees out of phase. Each 
signal is transmitted into the eomplex dieleetric of the body where phase caIlcellatioll 
takes place. The net result is a scalar vector. Of course r did nol know this when I first 
developed the Neurophone. This knowledge came much later when we learned that the 
human nervo\!,,, system ,is especially sensitive to sealar signals. 

The high frequency amplitude-modulated Neurophone had e~cellem  sound clarity. The 
perceived signal was very clearly perceived lfS if it were coming from within the head. 
We established quite carly that some totally nerve-deaf people could hcar wi!h the device. 
For some reason, however, not all nerve.deaf people hear wi!h itlhe first time. 

We were able to stimulate visual phenomena when the electrodes were placed over the 
occipital region of the brain. The possibilities of Neurophonic visual stimulation sURgest 
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that we may someday be able to use the human brain as a VGA and business partner Dr Dwight Wayne Batteau, Professor of 
monitor! Physics and Mechanical Engineering at Harvard and Tufts. 

I wrote my OWn patent application with the help of a !friend and In the Dolphin Project we developed the basis for many poten
patent attomey from Shell Oil Company andl submitted the appli.. tial new technologies. We were ahle to ascertain the encoding 
cation to the patent office. mechanism ,!sed by the human brain to decode spcech inrelligence 

When I was 15 years old, I gave a lecture at the Bouston patterns, and were also able to decode themechan_iS!11 used by thc 
Amateur Radio Club, dur,ing which we demonstrated the 'brain to locate sound sourccs in 3~D ·space. The brain acts like a 
Neurophone to 'the audience. The next day we were contacted! ,by Whitehouse correlator. These discoveries led to the development 
a reporter from the Houston Post newspaper. He said 'that he had of a 3-D holographic sound system !!hat could place sounds in any 
a relative who was ncrve~deaf from spinal meningitis and asked if location in sp.ace as perceived by the listencr. 
we might try the Neurophone on his relative. The test was a Sl'tC- We also developcd a Man-Dolphin language translator. The 
cess. The day after that, an article on the Ncurophone as a paten- Man-Dolphin ,translator was able to decode hwnan speech so that 
tial hearing aid for the deaf appeared and went out on the interna- complex dolphin whistles were generated. When dolphins w.his
tional wire services. tled, the loudspeaker on the trans~ator would output hwnan speech. 

The publicity grew over tlJe next two years. In ~%1,  Life maga- sounds. We developed a joint language between ourselves and 
zine came to oUf house and lived with us for over a week. They our two dolphins. The dolphins were located in the lagoon of a 
took thousands of photographs and followed me around from smaH island off of Oahu, Hawaii. We had offices at Sea Life Park 
dawn to dusk. The article appeared in the 14 September 1962 and Bosron. We commured from Boston to Hawaii to test Qllt our 
rssue. Afrer that, I was invited to appear on the I've Got a Secret various electronic gadgets. 
show hosted by Gary Moore. The show was telecast from the We recorded dolphitls and whales in the opcn sea and! were able 
NBC studios in New York. During the to accurately identify the locations ofvar
show, I placed etlectrodes from the :":~,,,;~,:;  ",;~;i:<.."B>;;:~.;.".b;';::f$L"..,"f .",;,':";~.::~;;'  .,1 ,ious .ma~ine ma~mals ~y .3-D s04md
Neurophone ~n  the Ilower b~ck of Bess :t~i~L~Ttie'NeUr(Jp'hi;n~e'ijs1aJi~;"i":iJ  tocahsatlon alg~nthms  slm.dar to tho~e  

Meyerson wh~le  the panel tried to gucss.~~N¥~;> ' ,: <' ~. """ .• ;: ';,:' ';ii<:1H';:,x:;;wU/" uscd by the bram to localIse sound m 
:n'hat~  was domg to her. She.was able to J~:po~er..ful b~ain~~nfra~nrpent?,. space. .. . 
hear a poem that was bemg played "f~  d" ..~. iii f ~ •",. ,.. I'R'h< ' ~',?" The braWlS able to detect phase dlffcr

through the Neurophone eleotrodes: !he ~:.:'"  "~~l~,~·,~  I W~. R~y ,~ p,..a,: or~~,;~. ences of 2 m~croseconds. VIe ~ere ablc 
pocm was recordedl by An~y  Gnffl~h,  .~,thefa  Signals dU'ectly through'::' t~ confinn thIS at T1!fts Umverslty. !he 
another guest on the show. Smoe the slg- :".,:;~" ,:: ." ~  .\; :~Y "". ; ".. <:I .,; pmnae or outer ear IS .a 'phas.e-encodmg' 
na~ from the Neuroph~ne was only per- ;fufl '!l,e Neu.rophone, w,.e ~an x. ~ray  that gcncrates a time-ratio codc that 
celved by Bess Meyerson '. the panel ~f~'~iii"  f:' .:'ti. ill (, -, b" .. ".";' t "'t~" ',"< .",::-~, ,,' 1S used by .the b_rain to localise the ~0ll!ce 

could not guess what I was domg to her. ;i/.r~.9. ..,r~,~~x any, .,t~.~I!.,~. a e. \Y~ ,: of sOlffids m 3-D space. Thc localisation 

As a r.esult of the Life magazine article ~.:f.it.':'.,.{8.. .. .•• ~~...·;.>.:.;~j.'.:f;Z:.~.'$,..!J; r.~lik.e.~.S*... ;~L.t.'lw,~~.:<~.I.".~.~:.1 time ratios arc run from two microsec
and! the expo~ure  on !!he ~a~y Moore 7~/l~%}~mh'tr&\·"~~'~%?:Mft~~~;~::~;;ili;  onds to sever.al milliseconds. A person 
Show, we recelve~ over a million letters '.'. .':'~  ,v' U':' .,... ".-'.', ......". with onc car can localise sound sources 
about the Neurophone. (non-linear) lQ a 5 degree angle of aecu-

The patent office started giving us problems. The examiner said racy anywhere in space. You can tcst thiS by closing your cycs 
that the dcvice could not possibly work, and refused to issue the while having a friend jingle ~eys  in space around your'hea-d. With 
patent for over twelve years. The patent was fmally issued after you eyes clo.sedi you can follow the keys and point to them very 
my patent lawyer and I took a working model of the Ncurophone accurately. Try to visualise where thc 'keys are in relation to your 
to the patent office. This was an unusual move since, inventors head. With a little practice, you can accurately point directly at 
rarely bring their inventions to the patent examiner. The examiner the keys with your cycs closcd. If you try to localise a sine wave, 
said that he would allow the patent to issue if we could make a the experiment will not work. The signal must bc non-lincar in 
aeaf employee of the patent office hear with the devioe. To our character. You can localise the sine wave if the speaker has a non-
relief, the employee was able to hear with ~t and, for the first time linearity or distortion in the output wave fonn. A sine wave can-
in the history of th'e patent office, thc Neurophone file' was not be localised because phase differences in a sine wave are very 
reopened and the patent was allowed to issue. hard to detect. The brain will focus on the distortion and use it to 

Aftcr the Gary Moorc Show, a research company known as measure time ratios. Clicks or pulses are very easy to localise. 
Huyck Corporation became interested in the Neurophone. I If you distort your pinnae by bending the outer ears out of 
believed in their sincerity and allowed Huyck to research my shape, your ability to iocalise the sound souroe is dcstroycd. Thc 
invention, They hired me as a consultant in the summer months, so-called! cocktail p-arty effect is the ability to localise vokes- in a 
Huyck was owned by a very large andl powerful Dutch paper com- noisy party. This is due to the Ibrain's ability to detect phase dif
pany with offices all over the world. ferences and then pay attention to localised areas in 3.D space. A 

At Huyck I ~et t~o friends who were close to me for many ravourite 'in,tell.igence' trick is to have sensitive c?nversatio~s  i~  

years, Dr Henn Mane Coanda, the father of fluid dynamics, and h~d r?oms With wooden waUs and. floo:s. A microphone bug 
O. Harry Stine, scientist and author. Harry Stine wrote the book, Will plck up all the echoes and thls will scramble the voicc. 
The Silicon Gods (published Iby BarHam), which is about the ~lmost  aU embassies. contain 'h.ard rooms' fo: sensitiv: conversa
potential of the Neurophone as a 'brain/computer interface. tLOns. If.you put a mlcr~phQne l~ thc room With a ~up1Jcate  of the 

Huyck Corporatio.n was able to confinn the efficacy of the hwnan pmnae on top of It,. you.wlli be able to localise the speakers 
Neurophone but eventually dropped the project because of our and tune out the ce~ocs-Just like you w~re  an a party. 
problems with the patent office. In order to localise whales and dolphms under water, we used 

The next stage of Neurophone rescarch bcgan when I went to metal ,ears 18" in diametcr th at wcre attached to hydrophoncs. 
work for Tufts University as a research scientist. In conjunction When thes~  ears wcre p'laced und~r watcr, we wer~ abl~ to accu
with a Boston-based corp_oration, we were involved in a projecn to rately localise underwater sounds ~n 3-D space by 1.lstemng to the 
develop a language between man and dolphin. Our contracts were sound.s by earphones. We us~d  thiS system to localise wha'les and 
from the US Naval Ordnance Test Station out of China Lake, dol~h.ms.  ~olffid  trave~sfive  tImes f~ster  un.der wate.r. so we made 
California. The senior scientist on the project was my close friend 0e plIl~ae largcr to give the same tlm~-ratlo  encodmg as we fi~d 

m the air. We also made large plastiC ears that were tested m 
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Viemam. These ears were of the same proportions as real ears but 
were much larger. They enabled us to hear distant sounds with a 
high degree of focalisation accuracy in the junglc. It seems that 
we can adapt to cars of almost any size. The 'reason we can do this' 
is because sound recognition is based on a time-ratio code. 

We were able to reverse the process and could take any sound 
recording and encode it so that sounds were perceived as coming 
from specific points in space. Using Ithis technique, we could 
spread out a recording of an orchestra. The leffect added! reality as 
if you were actually listening >to a live concert. This infonn'ation 
has never been used commercially except in one instance when I 
allowed' The Beach Boys to record o.ne of their albums with my 
speciaE 'laser' microphones. 

We developed a special Neurophone that enabled iUS to 'hear' 
dolphin sounds up to 250,000 Hertz. By using the Neurophone as 
part of the Man-Dolphin communicator, we were able to perceive 
more of the intricacies of the dolphin language. The hmnan ear is 
limited to a 16 kHz. range, while dolphins generate and hear 
sounds out to 250 kHz. Our special Neurophone enabled us to 
hear the full range of dolphin sounds. 

As a result of the discovery of the encoding system used by the 
brain to localise sound ,in space and also to recognise speech intel
ligence, we were able to create a digital Neurophollc. 

When our digital Neurophone patent application was sent to the 
patent office, me Defense ,Intelligence Agency slapped it under a 
secrecy order. I was unable to work on the device or talk abom it 
to anyone for annther five years. 

This was terribly discouraging. The first patent took 12 years to 
get, and the second patent application was put under secrecy for 
five years. 

The digital Neurophone converts sound waves into a digital sig
nal that matches the time encoding that is used by the brain. 
These time signals are used not only in speech recognition but ,also 
in spatial recognition for the 3-D sound localisation. 

The digital Neurophone is the version that we eventually pro~  

duced and sold, as the Mark XiI and we Thinkman Model 50 ver
sions. These Neurophones were espeCially useful as subliminal 
learning machines. If we play ed'ucational tapes through the 
Neurophonc, the data is very rapidly incorp'orateu into the long
tenn memory banks of the brain. 
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HOW DOES IT WORK? 
The skin is our largest and most complex organ. In addition to 

being the first liile of defence against infection, the skin is a gigan
tic liquid crystal brain. 

The skin is piezo-electric. When it is vibrated or rubbed, it gen
erates electric signals and scalar waves. Every organ of percep
tion evolved from the skin. When we are embryos, 'Our sensory 
organs evolved from folds in the skin. Many primitive organisms 
and animals can see and hear with their skin. 

When the Neurophone was ori'ginaUy developed, neurophysiol
ogists considered that the brain was hard-wired and that 'the vari
ous cranial nerves were hard-wired to every sensory system. The 
eighth cranial nerve is thc nerve bundle that runs from the inner 
ear to the brain. Thcoretically, we should only be able to hear 
with our ears if our sensor organs arc hard-wired. Now the con
cept of a holographic brain lias come into being. The holographic 
brain theory states that the hrain uses a holographic encoding sys
tem so that the entire brain may be able to function as amultiplc
faceted senSOliY encoding computer. This means that sensory 
impressions may be encoded so that any paTit of the brain can 
recognise input signals according to a special encoding. 
Theoretically, we should be able to see and hear through multiple 
channels. 

The key to the Ncurophone is the stimulation of the nerves of 
the skin with a digitally encodcd signal that carries the same time
ratio encoding that is rccogniscd as sound by any nerve in the 
body. 

All commercial digital spcech recognition circuitry is based on 
so-called dominant frequency power analysis. While speech can 
be recognised by such a circuit, the truth is that speech encoding is 
based on time ratios. If the frequency power analysis circuits are 
not phased propcrly, they will not work. The intelligence is car
ried by phase information. The frcqucncy content of the voice 
gives our voice a certain quality, but frequency does not contain 
information. All attempL') at computer voice recognition and voice 
generation are only partially successful. Until digital time-ratio 
encoding is used, our computers will never be able to really talk to 
us. 

the computcr that we developed to recognise speech for the 
Man-Dolphin communicator used time-ratio analysis only. By 
recognising and using time-ratio encnding, we could transmit elear 
voice data through extremely narrow bandwidths. In one device, 
we developed a radio transmitter that had a bandwidth of only 300· 
fu while maintaining crystal clear transmission. Since signal-to
noise ratio is based on bandwidth considcrations, we. were able to 
transmit clear voice over thousands of miles while using miUiwatl 
power. 

Improved signal-processing algorithms are the basis of a new 
series of Neurophoncs that are currently under development. 
These new Neurophones use state-of-the-art digital processing to 
render sound information much more accurately. 

ELECTRONIC TElEPATHY? 
The Neurophone is rcaIly an electronic telepathy machine. 

Several tests prove that it bypasses me 8th cranial nerve or hearing 
nerve and transmits sound dir.ectly to the brain. This means that 
the Neurophone stimulatcs p_crccption through a 7th or alternate 
sense. 

All hearing aids stimulate tiny ,bones in the middle ear. 
Sometimes when the eardrum is damaged, the bones of the inner 
ear are stimulated by a vibrator that is placed behind the ear on the 
base of the skull. Bone conduction wiIl even work through the 
teetll. In OTder for bone conduction to work, the cochlea or inner 
ear that connects to the 8lh cranial nerve mu'st function. Peopre 
who are nerve-deaf cannot hear mrough bone conduction because 
the nerves in the inner ear arc not functional. 

A number of nerve-deaf people and people who have had the 
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entire inner ear removed Iby surgery have been able Ito hear with can entrain any brain state we like. In a future article we will tell 
the Neurophone. how the Neurophone has been used as a subliminal learning 

If the Neurophone electrodes are placed on the dosed eyes or on device and also as a bch.aviour modification system. 
the face, the sound can be clearly 'heard' as if it were coming from Batteau's theory was that if we could place the Neurophone 
inside the brain. When the electrodes are placed on the face, the electrodes so that the sound was perceived as coming from one 
sound is perceived through the Itrigeminal nerve. side of the head only, and if we played a 300 Hz signal through 

We therefore know that the Neurophone can work through the the. Neurophone, if we also played a 330 Hz .signal .through an 
trigemjnal or facjal nerve. When the facial nerve is deadened by ordm~ ~eadp~one we would get a beat note If the sIgnals were 
means of anaesthetic injections, we e.an no longer hear through the summmg m the Inner ear bones. 
face. When the test was.conducted, we were able to perceive two dis-

In these cases, there is a fmc line where the skin on the face is tinct tones without a beat. This test again prov'ed that 
numb. If the electrodes are placed on the numb skin, we cannot Neurophonic hear,ing was not through the means of bone conduc
hear it but when the electrodes are moved a fraction of an inch tion. 
over to skin that Still !has feeling, sound perception is restored. When we us.e.d a stereo NeurQphone, we were able to get a beat-

This proves that the means of sound perception via the ~ot~  that is similar to the bin~ural beat, but the beat is occ~mg 

Newophone is by means of skin and not by means of bone con- mSlde the nervous system and IS not a result of bone conductIOn. 
ductiQn. The Neurophone is a 'gateway' into altered brain states. lIS most 

There was an earlier test performed at Tufts University that was powerful use may be in direct communications with the brain ·ten-
designed by Dr Dwight Wayne Batteau, one of my partners in the ~es.'thereb~ .bypassing the .'filters' or inn~r  mechanisms that may 
US Navy Dolphin Communications Project. This test was known lImIt our abthty to communicate to the bram. 
as the "Beat Frequency 'Fest". It is well known that sound waves If we can unlock the secret of direct audio communications to 
of two slight1ly different frequencies create a 'beat' note as the the brain, we can unlock the S"ecret of visual communications. The 
waves interfere with each other. For example, if a sound of 300 skin has receptors that can detect vibration, light, temperature, 
Hz and one of 330 Hz are played into one ear at ,the same time, a pressure and friction. All we have to do is stimulate the skin with 
beat note of 30 Hz will be perceived. This is a mechanical sum- the right signals. 
mation of sound in the bone slhleture of the inner ear. There is We are continuing Neurophonic research. We have recently 
another beat phenomenon known as the binaural beat. In the bin- developed other modes of Neurophonic transmission. We have 
aural beat, sounds beat together in the corpus callosum in the een- also reversed the Neurophone and found ,that we can detect scalar 
tre of the brain. This binaural beat is used by Robert Monroe pf waves that are generated by the living system. The detection tech
the Monroe Institute to stimulate altered states. That ,is, to entrain nique is actually very similar to the process used by Dr Hiroshi 
the brain into high alpha or theta states. Motoyama in Japan. Dr Motoyama used capacitor electrodes very 

The Neurophone is a powerful brain-entrqinment devic·e. If we much like those we use with the Neurophone to detect energies 
- ." I 4-0<0 0'_ In d;roct]" tbrouab the NeuTQobone we from the yatious ehakras. 00 

and challenge any Sloe-OY-SI()e companson.. CA....'u.,:, .........'" ..... _ ._nh, .' u~n 
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